Office of the Assessing Authority, Commercial Taxes Circle-J, Jammu

NOTIFICATION
(Under Rule 6(i) of the CST J&K Rules, 1958)

No.: 2849 - S.1/cTo/I
Dated: 04-11-2010

It has been reported that M/s Shree Ganesh Apparels, Rehari, 248-Rehari, Jammu, TIN-01951121128 that C-forms bearing S.No. 04V596422 & 04V596425 have been lost and the matter stands published in the following News Papers:
Hence, the below noted C-forms are hereby declared as invalid for the purpose of Sub Section (4) of section 8 of the CST Act, 1956. Anybody fraudulently using the said C-forms will render himself liable for penal action as per law.

The person/s who will find the said C-forms please return the same to the undersigned.

No. of C-forms : 2 (Two)
S.No. of C-forms : 04V596422 & 04V596425
Name & address of the dealer : Shree Ganesh Apparels
Registration No. of the dealer : TIN-0195112115
Whether lost/stolen/destroyed : Lost
Address of the dealer to whom issued : Nil

[Signature]
Assessing Authority
Commercial Taxes Circle-J, Jammu

Copy to: